A Design of A Cocoa Bean Sorting Machine
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Abstract

Cocoa plantations have employed thousands of farmer families throughout Indonesia, as well as have been the third largest export among the plantation sub-sector after rubber and oil palm. Therefore, the potential for the development of the cocoa industry as one of the drivers of growth and income distribution is very open. Cocoa bean production in Indonesia continues to increase, but the quality produced is still diverse such as less fermented, not dry enough, uniform bean size, high skin content, high acidity, and very diverse flavors. In this research, efforts to overcome these problems are accomplished by designing a cocoa bean sorting machine that can separate clean cocoa beans and root debris from cocoa beans so as it is expected to make it easier for cocoa farmers, workers, entrepreneurs and industries to more easily get a cocoa bean sorting machine so that the quality of cocoa beans improves and their selling price increases. Seeing these challenges, the authors took the initiative to create a new design a cocoa bean sorting machine with a simpler and more precise design.
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1 Introduction

Indonesia is known as an agricultural country with most of the population working in agriculture. Indonesia is an agricultural country that has extensive agricultural land, and diverse and abundant natural resources. This is supported by the geographical location of Indonesia which is located on the equator. In general, agricultural commodities developed are annual crops and short-lived crops. Annual plants are plants that are generally more than one year old and harvested more than once such as rubber, coffee, coconut, cocoa, cloves, nutmeg and oil palm (Elna et al., 2012).

Cocoa plantations have employed about 900 thousand heads of farming families, mostly in eastern Indonesia, as well as providing the third largest foreign exchange contribution to the plantation sub-sector after rubber and oil palm (BPS, 2012). Goenadi et al. (2005), also mention that Indonesian cocoa has the advantage that it is not easy to melt so it is suitable when used for blending, so that in terms of quality, Indonesian cocoa is not inferior to world cocoa if it is fermented properly. Therefore, the potential for the development of the cocoa industry as one of the drivers of growth and income distribution is very open. Cocoa bean production in Indonesia continues to increase, but the quality produced is still varied such as less fermented, not dry enough, non-uniform bean size, high skin content, high acidity, and very diverse flavors (David et al., 2010).

Efforts to overcome this problem are by designing a cocoa bean sorting machine that can separate clean cocoa beans and root debris from cocoa beans to make it easier for cocoa farmers, workers, entrepreneurs and industry to get a cocoa bean sorting machine so that the quality of cocoa beans can improve and the selling price also increases (Saltini et al., 2013; Ardhana & Fleet, 2003; Jonfia-Essien et al., 2008).

Therefore, the author took the initiative to create a Cocoa Bean Sorting Machine Design with a simpler and more precise design, seeing the shortcomings that some of the observations above took. Based on the problems above, several problem formulations will be discussed in this study, as follows:

1. What is the design process for the cocoa bean sorting machine to be made?
2. Can the tool be made to speed up the sorting time of cocoa beans compared to the traditional method?

The results of this design are expected to make it easier for farmers and entrepreneurs in sorting these cocoa beans. The results of this design are expected to save time and energy in sorting cocoa beans.

2 Materials and Methods

In this paper, the author chooses the design of a cocoa bean sorting machine to improve the quality of cocoa beans. The author made the design of this cocoa bean sorting machine because the process of separating impurities and selecting cocoa beans was still done manually, so it took a very long time.

According to Ginting (2010), design is the planning and engineering calculation of materials and components, simulation tests, and capital creation of a tool. Planning is a creation to get a final result by taking a clear action or a creation of something that has a physical reality. Making a tool requires planning the components that will be used to meet the needs of the mechanism of the tool being made (Mott, 2004). Strength is an important consideration in the design, the design of construction must consider the following criteria: easy and simple; economical; aesthetics; and appropriate (Sonawan & Suratman, 2006). This can then increase the economic value as well. Technology is not only created but made precisely according to human needs (Sularso, 2002).

Based on the above problems, it is necessary to design a cocoa bean sorting machine with an electric motor drive, the working principle is to utilize the rotation of an electric motor which is channelled to the pulley and the flywheel shaft. At first from the rotation of the electric motor to the pulley and then connected to the V-belt to continue the rotation to the flywheel shaft, then from the rotation of the flywheel shaft, it becomes vibration to the sorting plate or perforated plate like a sifter and sieve separating the cocoa beans with cocoa bean waste. This machine concept is hoped that will make it easier for cocoa farmers and entrepreneurs in the process of sorting cocoa beans and improving the quality of cocoa beans before they are shipped (Oladapo et al., 2016; Sofu et al., 2016).
Machine components:

1. Sieve 1
2. Sieve 2
3. Sieve 3
4. Pillow Block
5. Shaft
6. Imbalance Shaft
7. Screws
8. Frame
9. Sieve stand
10. Sieve holder
11. Springs
12. Spring stand plates
13. Shaft pulley
14. Electric motor
15. V-Belt
16. Electric motor shaft
17. Stud

Figure 1. The construction of the machine

Several materials were used as resources when making the Cocoa Bean Sorting Machine including some workshop equipment such as: welding machines, hand grinding machines, milling machines, lathes, compressors along with paint tools, sandpaper, ring locks, pliers, and others. The steps of the research procedure that were carried out by the author to get the results of the design were starting by conducting field surveys, such as in several agricultural industries in the Tabanan, Bali regions. Analysis of the data that had been obtained from the field survey was carried out to get the target type of machine needed to deal with the problem. After getting the type of machine needed, the authors made the design of the machine (Afriyie-Kraft et al., 2020). After the design of the machine was completed, calculations were carried out to get the appropriate calculation results desired by the designer. After getting the type of material and the volume of material needed, the author procures raw materials and then manufactures the components of the machine. After the design and construction of the cocoa bean sorting machine are completed, the next step is to test the cocoa bean sorter (Satriyo & Munawar, 2020; Hoffmann et al., 2020).
3 Results and Discussions

3.1 The design of the machine

This cocoa bean sorter is an easy and safe tool to use. The manufacture of a cocoa bean sorter aims to simplify the work process of businesses and industries in the cocoa bean sorting process so that later it can make businesses and industries easier and faster to sort dry cocoa beans and produce products in a fast time. The design model for this Cocoa Bean Sorting Machine can be seen in Figure 1.

The sorting process is achieved through three levels of the sieve. The top sieve selects the best quality cocoa beans, namely those that are relatively large. The sieve in the middle selects medium-quality cocoa beans, namely medium-sized ones. While the bottom one is not perforated for small-size cocoa mixed with dirt.

Sieveing is achieved by using the rotating imbalance principle where the three-tiered sieve is connected to the machine frame by four springs. Under the sieve, a rotating imbalance is installed which will vibrate the sieve when rotated. Rotating imbalance is rotated by the electric motor through pulley and belt mechanisms. Based on the hole model on the surface, the sieve is divided into three types, namely: punched plate, wave wire, and grizzly. This design uses punched plate sieve.

Making holes on the sieve was done by using a hand drill with a 14 mm drill bit, measuring a 4cm edge line with a marker, then making a grid line with a size of 10x15mm and marking the holes to be drilled using a pin. When drilling, the plate was laid on wood and the drill bit was cleaned with a wire brush to keep it sharp. The process can be seen in Figure 2.

Before cutting the iron, attention was paid to the working drawings so that there were no errors in the cutting. This iron cutting was done by using a hand-grinding iron cutting edge. At the plate-cutting step, hand grinding was used and started with measurements using tape, an angle ruler and a scraper. The welding of the iron was done using an electric welding machine with a 2mm welding electrode wire. The bolt holes were made using a 10mm drill bit hand drill (Brida et al., 2020; Viaene & Zilcha, 2002).

The next process is painting. Before painting, the tool was cleaned first using sandpaper so that it was free from rust. The painting process used a spray gun, and an air compressor with an epoxy base paint first, then continues with blue paint and clear gloss. The component assembly consisted of installing the pilo block to the sieve handle, installing the drive shaft, imbalance shaft, pulleys and all machine components (Suarbawa, 2022). The design results are the result of the work process from tool design, machine frame manufacture, sieve place, component assembly and finishing. The design results can be seen in Figure 3.
3.2 Testing

The last step in the design process is testing. Testing is an experiment on the design of the tool to ensure that the components of the cocoa bean size sorting machine function properly and can do the sorting. The stages of testing are as follows: preparing tools and materials, operating the equipment, weighing the materials, pouring the main ingredients, and recording the test results.

The tools used in testing were a scale and a stopwatch. While the main material used was cocoa beans that have been dried under the sun. The steps for operating the tool included: preparing 3 sack containers for the cocoa beans which would be sorted and placed at the end of the funnel sieve; connecting the plug to a 220-volt power source; and turning on the switch by pressing the on button.

After the machine has started, the dry cocoa beans were weighed using a scale according to the capacity of the sorting machine. The next step was to pour the dry cocoa beans onto a sieve according to the weight that has been weighed, then the beans would enter each of the prepared containers after being sorted. The time required for sorting was recorded for every test.

3.3 Test result and discussion

This section contains the results of testing the productivity design of the tool by manual sorting including a comparison of sorting times. The data obtained from testing the cocoa bean size sorting machine showed that the results of separating large and small cocoa beans can be separated perfectly. The average sorting process time was 1.74 minutes. Small dirt and contaminants could be separated from the cocoa beans.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>The amount of cocoa bean (kg)</th>
<th>Sorting time (minutes)</th>
<th>Bean Size (BS)</th>
<th>Total (kg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5 kg</td>
<td>18.39</td>
<td>BS≥15mm</td>
<td>0.4 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5 kg</td>
<td>19.41</td>
<td>10mm ≤ BS &lt; 15mm</td>
<td>0.18 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5 kg</td>
<td>18.06</td>
<td>BS &lt; 10mm</td>
<td>0.33 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>18.62</td>
<td>0.88 kg</td>
<td>3.80 kg</td>
<td>0.30 kg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The data was collected using the manual sorting method. The test was carried out by 2 people. In sorting 5 kg cocoa beans manually, the sorting times were 18.39, 19.41, and 18.06 minutes as shown in Table 1. Data collection was carried out using a cocoa bean sorter with an average time of 1.74 minutes, which means that the machine can be more effective in increasing the productivity of cocoa bean sorting. The detailed data are shown in Table 2.
The advantage of the cocoa bean sorting machine is that the cocoa bean size sorter can make the sorting process to be more efficient. This cocoa bean-size sorter has a capacity of 5 kg in one batch. This cocoa bean-size sorter can also separate dirt and other contaminants from the cocoa beans.

The designed machine has shown its ability to increase the efficiency of the sorting process, but in use, this machine requires some preventive maintenance such as checking the condition of the bearings and checking the condition of the belt. If the bearings are worn out and in operation they make noise, then they should be lubricated with grease. If the belt is loose, which can cause imperfect power transmission, then some adjustments should be done.

Table 2
Test result using sorting machine

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>The amount of cocoa bean (kg)</th>
<th>Sorting time (minutes)</th>
<th>Bean Size (BS)</th>
<th>Total (kg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>BS ≥ 15mm</td>
<td>10mm ≤ BS &lt; 15mm</td>
<td>BS &lt; 10mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5 kg</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>0.9 kg</td>
<td>3.95 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5 kg</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>0.5 kg</td>
<td>4.2 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5 kg</td>
<td>1.48</td>
<td>0.6 kg</td>
<td>4.05 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>0.66 kg</td>
<td>4.06 kg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This machine also requires some corrective maintenance, such as replacing damaged bearings and replacing belts that cannot be adjusted due to excessive wear.

4 Conclusion

Based on the results of the Design of the Cocoa Bean Size Sorting Machine, the following conclusions can be drawn:

1) The Cocoa Bean Size Sorting Machine has dimensions of 1400 mm long x 750 mm wide x 1100 mm high using an electric motor drive with a power of HP and an electric motor rotation of 1400 rpm, the rotation of the electric motor is forwarded by a v-belt belt to the imbalance shaft that has been made on the main axis so the rotation of the shaft on the sieve produces mechanical vibrations that can sort the size of the cocoa beans.

2) After applying appropriate technology, the work productivity of this cocoa bean size sorting machine results in a faster sorting time with an average time of 1.74 minutes in one sorting, so the results of sorting cocoa beans from this machine help ease the human effort to sort the cocoa beans.

Some suggestions that the author can convey regarding this cocoa bean-size sorting machine are as follows:

1) In carrying out the design of this cocoa bean-size sorting machine, there are still many shortcomings, therefore it is hoped that in the future this design can be analyzed and redesigned so that it can be developed further for more perfect results.

2) Before sorting the cocoa beans, it is expected to sort out large root waste so that the results of sorting cocoa beans are still maximized to extend the life of this cocoa bean size sorting machine, regular planned maintenance must be carried out and after using the bearings should always be cleaned and lubricated.
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